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Managing Board member Robert van de 
Kerkhof to leave Lenzing at the end of 2023 
 

 Robert van de Kerkhof is not available for a further extension of his contract 

 Managing Board to be reduced from four to three members 

 

Lenzing – There will be a personnel change on the Managing Board of the Lenzing Group, the world’s leading 

supplier of wood-based specialty fibers. Robert van de Kerkhof, Chief Commercial Officer Fiber and member of 

the Managing Board since 2014, informed the Supervisory Board that he would not be available for a further 

extension of his contract, which runs until December 31, 2023. 

 

“Robert van de Kerkhof has excellently fulfilled his role as Chief Commercial Officer since 2014 and contributed 

significantly to the successful development of the Lenzing Group. With the disciplined implementation of the 

corporate strategy, in particular the investment projects in Thailand and Brazil as well as the positioning of the 

TENCEL™ and VEOCEL™ brands, Lenzing is ideally positioned for the future and the growing demand for eco-

friendly fibers. We would like to thank him for his dedicated and trustful cooperation and wish him all the best for 

his future path,” says Cord Prinzhorn, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Lenzing Group. 

 

“After nine years, it is with a heavy heart that I have decided to leave the Lenzing Group as a member of the 

Managing Board at the end of the year. I would like to thank my colleagues on the Managing Board as well as 

all employees. It has been a fantastic journey with outstanding achievements, including the successful 

implementation of our new plants and our brand strategy, groundbreaking product innovations as well as 

becoming a champion of sustainability,” says Robert van de Kerkhof. 

 

The Managing Board of Lenzing Group will thus be reduced from four to three members. Chief Executive Officer 

Stephan Sielaff will essentially take over the commercial agenda in the fiber division. Robert van de Kerkhof will 

continue to drive the sustainability area, including the CO2 roadmap, as Chief Sustainability Officer until the end 

of his current term of office. 
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About the Lenzing Group 
 
The Lenzing Group stands for ecologically responsible production of specialty fibers made from the renewable raw material wood. As an 
innovation leader, Lenzing is a partner of global textile and nonwoven manufacturers and drives many new technological developments. 
 
The Lenzing Group’s high-quality fibers form the basis for a variety of textile applications ranging from elegant clothing to versatile denims 
and high-performance sports clothing. Due to their consistent high quality, their biodegradability and compostability Lenzing fibers are 
also highly suitable for hygiene products and agricultural applications. 
 
The business model of the Lenzing Group goes far beyond that of a traditional fiber producer. Together with its customers and partners, 
Lenzing develops innovative products along the value chain, creating added value for consumers. The Lenzing Group strives for the 
efficient utilization and processing of all raw materials and offers solutions to help redirect the textile sector towards a closed-loop economy. 
In order to reduce the speed of global warming and to accomplish the targets of the Paris Climate Agreement and the “Green Deal” of the 
EU Commission, Lenzing has a clear vision: namely to make a zero-carbon future come true. 
 
Key Facts & Figures Lenzing Group 2022 
Revenue: EUR 2.57 bn 
Nominal capacity: 1,145,000 tonnes 
Number of employees (headcount): 8,301 
 
TENCEL™, VEOCEL™, LENZING™, REFIBRA™, ECOVERO™, LENZING MODAL™, LENZING VISCOSE™, MICROMODAL™ and 
PROMODAL™ are trademarks of Lenzing AG. 
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